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plays    I   asked   Shaw's   advice    It   came     a   cold
douche
"Bensomzing," he called it "If you become a
female Barry Sullivan, it means a colossal fortune
[for the stage] and frightful physical toil If not,
it means hand-to-mouth existence in professional
lodgings, and, with luck, the succession to Sarah
Thorne in Margate Anyway, the provinces are not
possible now "
I must have written suggesting that he might help
me to get a theatre in London, for he continued
"As to my being a rich man, the truth is I am a
man living beyond my income We ought to be
living in a Hampstead villa, nch m the modesty of
our wants On the theatre-running scale, I am a
pauper And I have three plays in hand, none of
them more valuable commercially than 'The Dynasts,'
which I must finish before my dotage overtakes me,
if indeed it has not done so partly already "
Well, if he would not let me go starring in the
provinces, I would play Elhe Surely nothing but an
overmastering passion for acting could have com-
manded persistence such as mine1 This time "Joey's"
anger was roused I thought of him as "Joey" because
I wanted to play for once Delilah to his Samson
"Joey" hurled Jove's thunderbolt Here it is
"You are incorrigible I told you from the first
that H H was of no use to you How can you, at
your age and with your reputation as a Siddoman
'heavy,' play an ingenue of eighteen against two
women of forty playing off their sexual fascinations
for all they are worth'* You could do it perfectly well
against Mrs Gilbey and Mrs Knox, but not against
Hesione and Ariadne And you are quite insensible
to the certainty that if you produced the play this
winter, the raid at the end of it would become a

